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Hailing from Kiel, Decades, a modern
metalcore band, stands out for their
prolific use of ambient elements
intricately blended with progressive
influences. This fusion results in a
captivating and pioneering sonic journey
that sets them apart within the genre.+ 4 9  1 5 7  0 6 4 9 5 6 2 3  
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Decades, a modern metalcore band hailing from Kiel, was founded in 2021 by four
talented members: Niklas, Yannik, Chris, and Thorben. Their musical journey took flight in
2022 with the release of their debut EP, "Time Illusion," which graced all major streaming
platforms alongside a captivating music video for their single "My Gravity."
Embracing their distinctive sound, Decades embarked on a relentless journey,
celebrating their live debut in the same year. They took the stage by storm, performing at
numerous concerts throughout 2023 in the north of Germany. Venues like Astra Stube in
Hamburg, Alte Mu in Kiel, and Juki42 in Ahrensburg bore witness to their exceptional
performances alongside esteemed bands such as Heartbound, Substation, and
Saviourself. One highlight was their prominent presence as the only modern metalcore
band at the esteemed Mosh im Mai festival in Kiel in April 2023.
With musical ingenuity, Decades intricately crafted their songs, seamlessly blending
progressive metalcore with captivating ambient elements. Audiences were drawn to
their powerful breakdowns juxtaposed with clean guitar passages, while progressive
rhythms interwove seamlessly with catchy riffs and enchanting vocals.
Currently, the band is crafting their first full album, promising fans an even greater
exploration of their sonic prowess. In 2023, eager listeners can catch a glimpse of what's
to come through the release of new singles, a testament to Decades' unwavering
commitment to pushing the boundaries of modern metalcore.
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PRESS VOICES 
“My Gravity! This DIY performance video displays
the band’s stage presence, each member with
their own intriguing vibe! […] Their single -off of
their debut EP “Time Illusion”- is packed with
progressive, ambient rhythms; haunting,
aggressive lead vocals paired with melodic
harmonies, immaculate composition and a
bittersweet atmosphere“

“The troupe delivers a top performance and their
debut single "Gravity", for which they also
released a music video in July 2022, must not be
missing from the setlist. In general, the sound in
the Räucherei is unbeatable! Every sound is right,
no feedback, no static.“
DREMUFUESTIAS.DE

THATCHICKKRYS.COM

„Holy shit! That's exactly what I thought after the
first minute of "Time Illusion". There I had set
myself up for a pretty relaxed listening session,
and there comes such an official board out of the
headphones! [...] If they can already set their own
bar so high with their debut EP and at least
maintain this level, the established bands can
really warm up.“
SYLB.EU

“The German band decades. released in the
middle of this last month of August, the album
entitled "Time Illusion". With 7 songs, it presents
a heavy and technical Metalcore, which flirts with
Progressive Metal. One of the highlights is the
great "Lotus", capable of balancing weight and
aggressiveness, without leaving aside the
weight.“
ROADIE-METAL.COM
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PAST CONCERTS 
26.1.2022 - T-STUBE, RENDSBURG 
W/ SAVIOURSELF 

14.01.2023 - HDJ, ITZEHOE 
W/ ANEVERLOW, SAVIOURSELF AND END OF ALL KNOWN 

18.02.2023 - ALTE MU, KIEL 
W/ DOMAIN OF DECAY AND PROTOVIBE 

21.04.2023 - ASTRA STUBE, HAMBURG 
W/ ANEVERLOW 

30.04.2023 - MOSH IM MAI FESTIVAL, KIEL

20.05.2023 - INIHAUS, BAD OLDESLOE 
W/ WINDSHAPED AND RED CARNATION 

27.05.2023 - JUKI42, AHRENSBURG 
W/ SUBSTATION AND HEARTBOUND 

NEXT CONCERTS 
16.09.2023 - SHAMROCK, HUSUM 
W/TBA. 

27.09.2023 - HDJ, ITZEHOE 
W/ ANEVERLOW, SAVIOURSELF AND END OF ALL KNOWN 


